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Abstract
This thesis is about my efforts to locate Fort Holes – a civilian fortification built in
September of 1862 in response to the nearby threats of Native American violence. A
decade after the western parts of Minnesota were opened to Euro-American settlement,
the actions of government agents, traders, and a small group of Native American actors
led to violence on the frontier. The citizens of Saint Cloud constructed Fort Holes in a
week and it only stood for a couple of years before they removed the lumber for the
growing city. Throughout Minnesota, citizens constructed over 50 of these expedient
“settlers’ forts,” sometimes in as little as 24 hours. As of 2014, none of these forts from
the U.S. – Dakota War of 1862 had been examined archaeologically. In the summer of
2015, I began work on studying Fort Holes. The project included archival research, a
gradiometer survey, and a targeted shovel test survey based on the results of the
gradiometer survey to identify archaeological features or artifacts associated with the
fort. The artifacts of that excavation were then cleaned, analyzed, and inventoried.
While no definitive features or artifacts were found, the archival resources, as well as
the gradiometer results show that this is likely the location of the fort, and larger
excavations may reveal features missed in this project.
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The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the Door where it began…
(J.R.R. Tolkien – The Fellowship of the Ring)
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Chapter 1: Research Questions
In the spring of 2015, Dr. Rob Mann described a project that he was working on
examining the possible remains of a fort in Fair Haven, Minnesota. After hearing about
this project, and reading some of the secondary sources about these forts such as Carley
(1976) and Botz (2014), I decided that I would focus my culminating project on these
forts. I decided I would try to incorporate the project as part of my internship with the
Stearns History Museum as well, so limited the list of potential forts from over 50
throughout the state to under a dozen in Stearns County. I chose to examine Fort Holes
as it was not only on campus – making it incredibly convenient – but also because the
area that it was supposedly located held the potential to be less disturbed than perhaps
many of the other areas where these forts were located.
There was some question as to if Fort Holes had even been built at all, so
determining if the fort was built at all, much less where it was located were some of the
original research questions for this project. After doing some initial archival research I
determined that yes, the fort had been constructed, and based on some of the sources,
determined a site to test. While looking at potential areas to test, I noticed on Google
Earth that there was a circular anomaly in the vegetation growth on the site that was
similar in size to the dimensions given for the fort (See Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: Google Earth Image of
Area of Interest

Figure 2: Google Earth Image of
Area of Interest with Circles
Representing Dimensions of Fort
Holes

Was this vegetation pattern indicative of the fort? I decided that this would be the
primary location of my research to see if I could find any evidence of Fort Holes. I
chose to use a gradiometer to help with possibly locating features to test. The thesis
itself is an analysis of the results of the gradiometer testing, and the targeted shovel
testing based on the gradiometer results.
This project is guided by a series of research questions. First, there was the
primary question of “can evidence of Fort Holes be archaeologically discerned?” This
was the question that prompted our field investigations. As with any investigation,
there are follow-up research questions based on the results of the findings in the field.
Each follow-up question below is essentially a flow chart in an effort to answer and
flesh out issues related to the seemingly negative results of the field results as they
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pertain to the primary question. The research questions I address in this thesis are fairly
basic, but vital steps before further work concerning the location of Fort Holes can be
carried out.


Given that we did not find any definitive evidence for Fort Holes in our
project area, what are the site formation processes that have acted upon
this locale since the 1860s?
o If archival research continues to support this locale as a possible
location for the fort, how might these site formation processes have
impacted any cultural deposits relating to the nineteenth century
occupation of this landform?
o Our shovel test excavations did reveal pockets of what appear to be
intact A-horizon soils.


If these pockets are intact artifact-bearing soils, can we
determine if any date to the nineteenth century? If so, could
indicate that there is evidence for a nineteenth century
habitation of this locale?



We have no records of residences being constructed at this location prior
to the 20th century, so what might the presence of nineteenth-century
materials indicate? Is there any evidence to suggest that these deposits
were associated with Fort Holes? Other questions that I address focus on
what happened after 1862.
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o For example, can I gain a better grasp of what has occurred in the
area in terms of construction activities surrounding not only
campus- related construction, but also that of University Drive, the
10th St. Bridge, and nearby residential construction?
o How have these activities impacted the project area? What natural
and cultural processes might account for the present- day surface
and subsurface deposits that were encountered through remote
sensing and ground truthing?
o What can the soils and stratigraphy, as recorded on our STP wall
profiles, tell us about these site formation processes? Can I use geoarchaeological methods to determine if the pedogenetic processes
we recorded in our excavations indicate the presence of any intact,
artifact-bearing soil layers?
o Through more historical research can I better pin down the location
of the fort by discovering the location of Lieutenant West’s
residence, the Lime Kiln, Gen. Mitchell’s Residence, and C. Owes’
residence? Working more to find these locales will perhaps help to
triangulate the fort’s location.
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Chapter II: Historical Background
One of the issues with doing research on a subject like the US-Dakota War is that
it is still a sensitive issue with the Dakota people. For this reason, I kept my focus on
Saint Cloud, and the fort itself, without going too much into the actual US-Dakota War
itself. Of course, nothing in history takes place in a vacuum, so I have included a brief
historical overview of the events leading up to the war, as it was the direct cause of why
Fort Holes (and other settlers’ forts) was constructed in the first place. For being a
small, local fortification that was not used defensively, there is very little written about
it, and so only a few of my sources are primary sources, often with a point they were
pushing. Jane Grey Swisshelm – editor of the St. Cloud Democrat - was very
opinionated and while she was for reasonable treatment of Native Americans when she
first arrived in St. Cloud, during the U.S. – Dakota War she became a vocal critic of the
Dakota and spoke of their extermination.
Many of the other sources I have used are by local historians who are not
academic in their writing, and while they contain good information, it is difficult to
verify much of their facts – Atwood (1895), Botz (2014), Gove (1935,1936,1962,1976), and
Dominik and Massman (2002) fall into these categories. While they may not be
academic, their sources are the only ones that I could find that discussed the location of
the fort in reference to modern places that I could reference.
The violent clash between the Dakota and the people of Minnesota that took
place in the late summer and fall of 1862 was unique in that it was war largely not
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propagated by leaders, politicians, or generals; it was a war started by young men who
took matters into their own hands. Many of the defenses throughout Minnesota were
constructed not by military engineers, but by civilians. (Babcock 1963). Even the
soldiers who fought with Colonel Henry Sibley were mostly made up of inexperienced
young men and militia members, and Sibley himself was more a businessman with a
history in the fur trade and a politician than an experienced military leader (Babcock
1963).
Fort Holes was constructed in the southern part of Saint Cloud, fortifying the
courage of the people of the neighborhood as they prepared for what they expected to
be a bloody conflict that thankfully never happened. It was constructed with concentric
walls and a tower to provide cover to a large area and withstand whatever the
anticipated Dakota or Ojibwe attackers might throw against it. For an installation of
such an important piece of Saint Cloud history, there is some question as to where it
was, and while the fort was demolished for the valuable timber in was constructed of,
there may yet be evidence that we can find to examine the fort, and what life was like
for the refugees who lived within its walls for a time.
Although many details concerning the construction, use, and demolition of Fort
Holes have been preserved in the archival record, the exact location of the fort has never
been determined. The primary goal of this project is to use archival sources,
geophysical data, and the results of recent archaeological investigations to evaluate
areas on the campus of Saint Cloud State University, believed to be likely locations for
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the original site of Fort Holes. Particular emphasis will be placed on a currently vacant
parcel of land located on the south side of University Drive. This parcel, however, has
been subject to a number of land altering activities over the past 153 years. Discerning
the land-use history of this parcel presents a number of challenges to our efforts to
identify and interpret the archaeological evidence for the nineteenth and twentieth
century occupations of this locale. Addressing these challenges as they relate to the
search for Fort Holes will be a particular focus of this thesis
A Brief History of Central Minnesota
When the European traders and explorers were discussing with the Algonquins
what the tribes beyond the Great Lakes were like, the response was ‘They are men’
(Wingerd 2010:5). When those same Algonquin peoples migrated west and summarily
stopped at the Great Lakes, and particularly Michilimackinac Island for a time, it was
telling what kind of peoples were to the west. The Native people to the west were
strong, respected, and worth a second thought before the Algonquins would need to
start infringing on their land for trade goods and territory.
After wintering at Lac Courte Oreille (in Northwestern Wisconsin), young
traders and explorers Médard Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers and Pierre-Esprit
Radisson attended “a great convocation held in the spring of 1660, among them ’30 young
men of ye nation of the beefe… having nothing but bows and arrows, the foreguard of a large
company which arrived the day following” (Folwell 1956: 10). The Nation of the Beef was a
Dakota delegation (Blegan 1975). Groseilliers and Radisson then made the decision to
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push west into Dakota Territory to trade with the Dakota, hoping to gain fortune and
glory from their adventures. They were the first documented Europeans to enter “Mni
Sota Makoce” (Westerman and White 2012) what would become Minnesota and
encounter the Dakota people that called it home. (Wingerd 2010:6).
As European migrants flooded into the eastern half of the continent, Ojibwe
peoples were pushed further west in search of both land and furs to trade with their
European allies and trading partners. As they came to Minnesota, they established
trading networks with the Dakota, who had limited trading opportunities with
Europeans or their goods (Wingerd 2010:27). This agreement allowed the Dakota to
have access to new goods and the Ojibwe to have access to much-needed fur resources,
though the Dakota retained trapping rights in Minnesota (Wingerd 2010:27). As French
traders finally reached Minnesota, they became entangled with Dakota, Cree, and
Ojibwe intertribal politics and disputes, and after a series of blunders and increasing
violence, the French pulled their traders out of Minnesota and essentially helped to fan
a long tribal war, arming the Ojibwe and other allied tribes against the Dakota. Very
quickly the French realized that this conflict was bad for trade and business, but it was
too late, and there was too little that the government of New France could do to restore
peace (Wingerd 2010:33).
By 1760 the Ojibwe were in firm possession of northern Minnesota (Wingerd
2010:37). When the Treaty of Paris was signed in 1763, in which France surrendered
most of their North American holdings, the incoming British, and later the Americans
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would not know a Minnesota that was solely the land of the Dakota. President Jefferson
purchased the Louisiana Territory from Napoleon (of which Saint Cloud and Stearns
County was part of) in 1803, and in 1805 the American government and army arrived in
the form of Lieutenant Zebulon Pike. It would be another 14 years before the American
government dealt with what would become Minnesota.
As the 19th century progressed, treaty after treaty was signed between the United
States Government and the Native peoples the Upper Great Lakes region. Two of the
most important ones as far as Stearns County and Saint Cloud is concerned were the
1825 Prairie Du Chien treaty and the 1851 Traverse des Sioux treaty.
The 1825 Treaty of Prairie Du Chien constricted territory for numerous tribes
throughout the western great lakes region – and most importantly for this history,
established a line between the Dakota and Ojibwe in an attempt to stem the longstanding conflict between the two. (see Figure 3) As Westerman and White (2012) make
clear, the effort was largely ignored – particularly by the Ojibwe, and they continued to
make yearly arrangements about hunting grounds, despite the boundary line.
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Figure 3: Ojibwe - Dakota Debatable Zone (Wingerd, 2010)
As trade resources – mainly furs - became scarce in both the north and south due to
overharvesting, both the Ojibwe and Dakota began encroaching closer and closer to
each other. They both started sending raiding parties and fought small skirmishes
throughout central Minnesota. This line was an attempt, along with many conferences
at the newly built Fort Snelling, to stem that violence and secure trade routes. The line
crossed the western bank of the Mississippi just north of Saint Cloud at the confluence
of the Sauk River.
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Even though whites in Minnesota in the 18th and early 19th were rarely in any
danger from either the Dakota or Ojibwe, the stories of intertribal skirmishes and
conflicts that made their way east made it seem like a violent frontier. The traders in
Minnesota were fine with this as settlement would drive out game animals and trade
resources, so as long as settlement was prohibited, and not pushed for, they could
continue to ply their business and make their money (Wingerd 2010:89).
This fur trade frontier, however, would not last. In 1823 the steamboat The
Virginia reached Minneapolis, opening the door for settlers to get to Minnesota (Hall
1998). The falls of St. Anthony were a blockade for anyone wishing to go further up the
Mississippi via steamboat, but in 1850 the Governor Ramsey was constructed and
launched in St. Anthony to travel further upstream. This was partly in response to the
1849 establishment of Fort Gaines (now Fort Ripley). The Governor Ramsey made regular
runs between St. Anthony and Sauk Rapids (Hall 1998). Apart from the fort, some
missions, and a few squatters who had no legal rights, settlement was on the east side of
the Mississippi.
In 1851 the treaties of Traverse Des Sioux and Mendota were signed, which
effectively opened up the vast majority of land in southwestern and central Minnesota
west of the Mississippi, to white settlement. These treaties were largely pushed for by
land speculators and especially traders who had around half a million dollars in debt
that they were holding, which they were anticipating would be wiped out through the
treaty payments (Kane 1951:65). As far as the traders were concerned, there was
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nobody better suited to act on their behalf than Henry H. Sibley, as he had a great deal
experience with the fur trade in Minnesota, and would be a friendly partner for them.
Sibley had worked for years as a member of the American Fur Company and was now
serving as a delegate in Congress for the Minnesota Territory.
As Kane (1951) notes, the machinations and schemes of men like Henry Sibley
and Minnesota Territorial Governor Alexander Ramsey conflicted with other parties,
like Henry M. Rice, and George Washington Ewing and William G. Ewing – proprietors
of G.W. & W.G. Ewing Co. of Fort Wayne, Indiana (rivals of Sibley’s American Fur
Company). The Ewing’s used one of their brothers-in-law, Madison Sweetser, as a
representative to throw a wrench into the treaty negotiations at both Traverse De Sioux
and Mendota. Sibley, Ramsey, and company ended up making promises that they had
not planned on.
Those who had been instrumental in pushing the treaty through had
cause to remember it. For months and even years, Indians and half-breeds
badgered them to make good the promises made in the heat of the
struggle. In a moment of irritation, [Hercules] Dousman predicted that
‘the Sioux treaty will hang like a curse over our heads for the rest of our
lives’ (Kane 1951:79-80).
Westerman and White (2012) make the argument that the Dakota representatives
were intentionally pressured and mislead to the contents of the treaty, and what they
would get out of the deal – often through poor translation (partly due to the difficulties
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of conveying American legal and economic terms into things that the Dakota would
understand). They discuss how a chief of the Sisseton (Star Face) made a statement in
1864 that he had sold his lands for 50 years – looking at it as more of a lease, rather than
a sale.
After the end of the negotiations, Sibley and company had a form set up on a
barrel for the tribal representatives to sign that essentially let the traders take out what
they “due” from the treaty payments. Westerman and White (2012) make the point that
it was not clearly communicated to these representatives what they were signing – and
when questioned by Indian Agent Nathanial McLean, he was rebuffed by the
commissioners “because it would make a disturbance”. McLean believed that if the
paper had been explained, the Dakota would not have signed it (Westerman and White
2012).
While not being fully compensated for their holdings, Sibley and the traders
came out pretty well. As Wingerd (2010:193) writes, Sibley made direct claims of
$144,984, and once everything was tallied, of the $305,000 sum that was allotted as
“hand money” (special funds allocated to help the bands establish their new homes on
the reservations) by the treaty, only $60,000 was left to divide among 15,000 Wahpetons
and Sissetons to establish and provision new homes along the Minnesota River.
Schemes and machinations aside, the treaty was signed and ratified. The western
frontier of Minnesota was opened, and settlers poured into the newly opened land.
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Saint Cloud
Before the land was even opened by the ratification of the treaties of 1851,
squatters were already making plans and claiming land. One of these early settlers was
Sylvanus B. Lowry, who had been operating a trading post in Watab – at the confluence
of the Mississippi and Little Rock Creek flowing out of Little Rock Lake. In 1853 Lowry
laid claim to several hundred acres of land stretching north from the ravine just south of
the confluence of the Mississippi and the Sauk River (Gove 1935) (see northernmost
orange line in Figure 4). The following spring, he had his log house transported
downriver and reconstructed it below the bluffs where the St. Cloud Hospital is now
located, making it possibly the first building constructed in what is now Saint Cloud
(Gove 1935).
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Figure 4: Map of Early St. Cloud (Gove, 1935)
with ravines highlighted in orange and project area highlighted in red.

Lowry was named an adjutant general by territorial Governor Willis Gorman,
and also held a mail contract, which allowed him to plat a town site. In 1854 he called
this town site Acadia. This town site was never recorded with the register of deeds,
however, and by June 1856 when he platted and filed another town site, the two other
town sites that now make up the city of Saint Cloud had already been filed and
established (Gove 1935). Lowry was a southern Democrat and a slave owner. He
actively marketed Acadia to other southerners. While Lowry was platting and
marketing Acadia, George Brott and John Wilson were establishing their own towns to
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the south of Lowry’s claim. Figure 4 shows a map of early St. Cloud (Gove 1935). I have
highlighted the ravines that separate what were sometimes called lower, middle, and
upper town and have highlighted the location of Fort Holes with a red circle.
Ole Bergeson, a Norwegian immigrant who worked as a government surveyor,
had squatter’s rights to 320 acres of land just to the south of Lowry’s claim, essentially
stretching from the upper ravine to Lake George and the ravine that drained Lake
George (Gove 1976). In July 1853 Bergeson sold his rights to John L. Wilson. Wilson
had been in Sauk Rapids constructing a sawmill and saw the possibilities that the land
held. In 1854 he acted under the Townsite Act and had the land surveyed. Wilson
platted Saint Cloud on September 1, 1855 (Gove 1935). As Wilson had an interest in
Napoleon and was reading a volume on him at the time, he named his new town site
after the palace where Empress Marie Louise stayed while Napoleon was on the
Russian campaign.
At this time, there were many people who were either of German ancestry, or
were new German immigrants, moving into central Minnesota. In 1854, Father Francis
Xavier Pierz, who had founded a mission at Crow Wing in 1852, wrote to Cincinnati’s
German Catholic newspaper, Der Wahrheitsfreund, encouraging German immigrants to
move to Stearns County (Cozen 2003). He envisioned the newly opened frontier as a
land of opportunity for Catholic German immigrants. At the same time, John W.
Tenvoorde came to Saint Cloud from Evansville, Indiana looking for a place for a group
of German Catholics to settle and was impressed with what he saw in the potential for
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Saint Cloud. Gove (1935) also mentions that it probably did not hurt that Wilson gifted
him several lots. Soon people from the East Coast of the United States as well as
immigrants from all parts of Europe, not just Germany, came to the Minnesota frontier
(Cozen 2003). John Wilson marketed his new town site to these Germans and others as
a place where they could become business owners, carpenters and tradesmen and
builders of the town instead of farmers.
To the south of Lake George and the ravine draining it to the Mississippi, George
Brott purchased Martin Wooley’s squatter’s claim and partnered with Orrin Curtis to
organize a town site. They came with a dozen men from Saint Anthony in the spring of
1855, surveyed and platted the land and Brott filed the plat as St. Cloud City in
September. Gove (1935) attributes one of the party that started the town, Joseph Wilson
(John Wilson’s brother), as the one who came up with the name St. Cloud City –
possibly anticipating it would join the nearby settlements in the future.
Brott was a prolific speculator and tireless promoter, who had ventures all over
Minnesota. As part of promoting St. Cloud City, Brott partnered with Edward Hall and
started the St. Cloud Packet Company. The pair purchased the packet boat, H.M. Rice,
for $20,000 (Gove 1936). It made runs between St. Anthony and St. Cloud, dropping
passengers off at the landing on Brott Street (currently 11th Street). Brott was also the
first in Stearns County to hold a ferry license and operated a ferry across the river from
the territorial road which ran on the east side of the river (see Figure 4) (Gove 1935).
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The ravines shown on Figure 4 were natural separations in the landscape and
made easy markers for separating the town sites. The ravine between upper and
middle town was not nearly as steep-sided, or as deep, and so posed less of a hindrance
to the eventual merging of upper town (Lowry’s “Acadia”) with Wilson’s Saint Cloud
on April 2, 1856, when all three town sites were merged to form the current city of Saint
Cloud (Dominik and Massman 2002). The ravine that drained Lake George, and
separated Middle Town and Lower Town (Brott’s St. Cloud City) was deeper and was a
dividing line between the neighborhoods for many years with only a few streets
bridging the gap. It wasnot until the 20th century when the ravine was eventually
bridged, and filled in, and now all that remains is the break in the street layout and a
small portion where the ravine is a gouge in the bluff overlooking the Mississippi River
along Third avenue south, north of Fourth street south.
Brott marketed his new ‘city’ throughout prominent areas of New England,
Pennsylvania and all of the newspapers in the established parts of Minnesota. Other
settlers were doing their own promoting. For example, Henry Swisshelm and Dr.
Benjamin Palmer wrote to friends out east, among them Henry Zehring Mitchell, and
encouraged them to move to St. Cloud City.
Henry Zehring Mitchell moved to Saint Cloud from Pennsylvania in 1857 and
during a previous visit in 1856 he contracted for a house to be constructed near where
Shoemaker Hall is now located, near the intersection of 1st Avenue and 10th Street
(Mitchell 1915). Mitchell was a longtime friend of Alexander Ramsey. He was made a
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postmaster, and in July 1860, Ramsey made him a Commissary General with a rank of
Brigadier General in the state military (Figure 5). In 1862 Mitchell would oversee
constructing Fort Holes. He was very well connected within the community, and the
state itself, being well connected to Governor Ramsey, future governor Miller, but also
brother-in-law to Jane G. Swisshelm, and father-in-law to H.C. Burbank (who was part
owner of Burbanks Co. – a mercantile, trade and transport company that had lines
running up to Pembina, down to St. Paul, and was associated with the Hudson Bay
Company).

Figure 5: Mitchell's Commission as Commissary General
(Courtesy of Minnesota Historical Society)
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One of the other chief characters of St. Cloud City at the time was Jane Grey
Swisshelm. Swisshelm would be one of the lead proponents for the construction of Fort
Holes, and would ferment fear – some may even say hysteria – during August and
September of 1862. She came to Saint Cloud after leaving her husband in Pennsylvania
in the summer of 1857 (Swisshelm 1880). She followed after her sister and brother-inlaw, H.Z. Mitchell. Swisshelm was a strong opponent of the institution of slavery and
was also a prolific writer; she had started a newspaper in Pennsylvania. Soon after
arriving in Saint Cloud she was given a print shop to run by Brott, who had started The
Advertiser and she began publishing The Visiter – which had been the name of one of her
previous papers in Pennsylvania – The Pittsburgh Saturday Visiter (Hoffert 1998).
On her way to Saint Cloud, she was vocal about her abolitionist thoughts and
was warned about Lowry and his southern viewpoints by a fellow passenger in her
stage: "Well, I tell you, madam, them sentiments of yours won't go down there. Gen.
Lowrie (sic) don't allow no abolition in these parts and he lives in St. Cloud" (Swisshelm
1880:169). When she heard this, her thought was " This is a broad country; but if this be
true, there is not room in it for Gen. Lowrie (sic) and me" (Swisshelm 1880:170).
Brott chose to give Swisshelm the paper because she had an established writing
career, as well as readership, and told Swisshelm “A lady has a right to be of whatever
politics she pleases,” and went on to say, that if I could recommend Minnesota to
emigrants, and St. Cloud as a town site, he cared nothing for my opinions on other
points.” (Swisshelm 1880:178) Swisshelm goes on to tell how she wrote to all the town
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proprietors looking to secure their support for the paper as an advertising medium and
received favorable replies from everyone save Lowry. He finally reached out to her
and told her that he would support the Visiter “second to that of no paper in the
territory” (Swisshelm 1880:179) if she would but support the Buchanan administration.
Swisshelm agreed to this proposal, though it caused a temporary falling out with
many of her friends and family, as they believed that she had been bought off by
Lowry. After she had made the agreement with Lowry, she penned a scathing, satirical
editorial in the Visiter, where she “concluded to make the Visiter an Administration
organ, to support Mr. Buchanan’s measures and advocate his re-election in the year of
our Lord twelve hundred and sixty” (St. Cloud Visiter [SCV] 18 February 1858:1). She
then set about comparing Lowry and the Democrats to the barons and feudal rulers of
thirteenth century England, more concerned with ‘kingcraft’ and ‘priestcraft’ than
Liberty, and who was “likely to succeed in reducing all the poor and friendless of this
country to a state of slavery” (SCV, 18 February 1858:1). Later, in her autobiography,
Swisshelm wrote that “…the Visiter would, in future, support Buchanan's
administration, and went on to state the objects of that administration as being the
entire subversion of Freedom and the planting of Slavery in every State and Territory,
so that (Robert A.) Toombs could realize his boast, and call the roll of his slaves at the
foot of Bunker Hill” (Swisshelm 1880:180).
Robert A. Toombs was a member of the Whig Party, who served in the 29th
through 32nd Congress as a representative from Georgia until he was elected to become
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a member of the Senate as a Democrat in 1852. He was reelected in 1858 until he
resigned when Georgia seceded to serve as the Secretary of State for the Confederate
States of America. (Biographical Directory of the United States Congress 2017) There
was an infamous quote attributed to him in which he supposedly said that he would see
slave owners calling the roll of their slaves at the foot of Bunker Hill in Boston. He had
been an important voice during the Compromise of 1850 and a vocal opponent of the
abolitionist movement.
Obviously, this was not the “support” that Lowry had at all desired.
Swisshelm’s friends and family quickly reconciled with her, and much of the town got a
great laugh out of it, though the laughter was quickly followed by apprehension of
Lowry’s wrath. The tensions in Saint Cloud, Minnesota - following the 1857 Dred Scott
Case, in which the Supreme Court found that slaves were to remain in bondage – even
while living in free states such as Minnesota, and throughout the Nation grew as the
coming Civil War loomed.
Conflicts Both Home and Abroad
Conflict on the Minnesota frontier was something that was both seemingly far off
and yet at the same time always near at hand. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
Saint Cloud started as three separate towns, with settlers in the northernmost settlement
(Lowry-town / Acadia) being from southern reaches of the country, and by extension
most were sympathetic to the issue to slave ownership. The ‘Yankees’ from New
England, Pennsylvania, and other Mid-Atlantic states made up St. Cloud City on the
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southern end of town. German Catholics primarily made up the central heart of Saint
Cloud.
The ethnic, religious, and cultural distinctions of these three settlements led to
growing tensions in the frontier community that mirrored those in the nation at large.
Despite the freedoms of the press, it was clear that the attacks Swisshelm was making
upon General Lowry and his southern friends’ ideas on slavery would not be tolerated,
at least not by the folks on the north side of town. After Swisshelm published two more
editions of her paper with such a theme, three men (Lowry’s friends) broke into the
office of The Visiter before the morning of March 24, 1858 and smashed Swisshelm’s
printing press before throwing it down the bluff into the river, scattering the type
throughout the road and down the bluff (Cozen 2001). In the print shop was found a
note in Lowry’s handwriting stating:
“The citizens of St. Cloud have determined to abate the nuisance of which
you have made the “Visiter” such a striking specimen. They have decided
that it is fit only for the inmates of brothels, and you seem to have had
some experience of the tastes of such persons. You will never have the
opportunity to repeat the offence in this town, without paying a more
serious penalty that you do now. By order of the Committee of Vigilance”
(Cozen 2001:98).
These men were no doubt emboldened by the now one-year-old decision by the
Supreme Court in the Dred Scott Case, ensuring that as far as they were concerned,
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while Swisshelm and the rest of the abolitionists might crab about it, it was their
constitutional right to have their slaves in Minnesota or any other western territory.
Just a few months later, the actions of John Jones and John Brown in Kansas (The Sack
of Lawrence Kansas and the Pottawatomie massacre in May of 1856) (Perman 1993)
would spark “Bleeding Kansas,” and add fuel to the fires of a more and more divided
nation.
Cozen (2001:95) also points out that the 1857 territorial census counted only
seven Southern-born men, four of which were part of Lowry’s household. The census
also counted over 100 ‘Yankees’ from either New England, New York, or Pennsylvania
– including the Swisshelm/Mitchell clan. The rest of town was taken up with nearly
100 Germans, and dozens of other people from throughout the rest of the Midwest or
other places. With the growing connections and influence of the Mitchell and
Swisshelm clans, it may well have been that Lowry’s waning political influence, and his
departure to France the previous year, was also keenly felt by the small group of
southerners. With only a scant handful of fellow Southerners, having one of them – and
the leading one at that - challenged and attacked in the press, it is not hard to imagine
that they felt threatened and lashed out.
Swisshelm would not be silenced or intimidated. The day after her press was
destroyed she held a public meeting decrying the act as another attack on the
abolitionist press by southern, pro-slavery proponents. She spoke of how if she was to
be sacrificed for the “god’s suffering poor” (Cozen 2001, 98) she was ready. Of course,
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her friends and allies would not hear of it, and 29 businessmen formed a stock company
and purchased a new printing press for her.
James Shepley, Lowry’s lawyer and friend, claimed sole responsibility and
claimed that he was driven not by her attacks politically, but by personal attacks aimed
at his wife. (Cozen 2001) When Swisshelm started printing The Visiter again and
rehashed the recent events with added innuendo questioning why Lowry and Dr.
Palmer would be so incensed at attacks on Shepley’s wife, Shepley filed a libel suit
against the stock company for $10,000 (Cozen 2001). The case was settled so that
Swisshelm would publish a note that the attacks were personal and that The Visiter
would never again mention the whole affair. The final edition of The Visiter published
the note, and then Swisshelm purchased the office and press from the stock company
for $1.00 and began publishing the St. Cloud Democrat – and in the first issue revisited
the affair all over again.
Later in 1858, Abraham Lincoln participated in a series of debates against
Stephen Douglas, with slavery being a chief topic. As the issues of slavery, federal
powers vs. state and individual rights (and more) were debated in courthouses, state
halls and taverns, tensions rose nationwide. In Minnesota, these pressures were
compounded by local tensions. Since the treaties of Mendota and Traverse de Sioux
were signed in 1851, Indian agents and traders alike were busy lining their own pockets
with treaty and annuity payments. The tribes had no intention of remaining on their
reservations and continued to roam throughout the region in hunting and raiding
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parties. Atwood (1895:7) discusses how in 1859 there were groups of Dakota present
throughout the areas of Maine Prairie, Fair Haven, and Saint Cloud, “Although the
Indians were at peace with the whites, still there existed a feeling among them that the
land was theirs, and that they had been defrauded of their just rights.”
Atwood (1895:7) goes on to discuss how in the fall of 1859 a party of Ojibwe
trappers and hunters who were in the Maine Prairie area were discovered by a party of
Dakota, leading to a fatal skirmish between the two groups. White settlers witnessed –
if not the actual skirmish – at least the gruesome aftermath, and these encounters
greatly intensified the “feeling of fear and distrust among the white settlers” (Atwood
1895:7). While the Battle of Shakopee in 1858 is widely considered to be the last battle
between the Dakota and Ojibwe, Atwood (1895:9) notes that in 1860 there was a
skirmish between the Dakota and Ojibwe at Maine Prairie just south of Saint Cloud.
Prominent Ojibwe Chief Hole-in-the-Day reportedly ambushed a band of Dakota who
had supposedly accosted an Ojibwe woman and desecrated his father’s remains. The
Ojibwe killed all but two and even decapitated one of the Dakota, with Hole-in-the-Day
delivering the head to a doctor in Saint Cloud on his way back home (Atwood 1895:10).
Also in 1860, there were numerous stereotypically racialized accounts in the area
of ‘hordes’ of Native Americans on the “warpath” (Atwood 1895). While these were all
false alarms, the communities where the alarm had been raised did not question the
notion that they had become the target for the Native Americans around them. There
were people who expressed not having any fear of their Native neighbors. There were
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also a number of vocal people, who while they perhaps did not express outright fear of
Native Americans, certainly did view them as a nuisance (Wingard 2010:267). There
were also plenty of accounts of people who lived in a state of strong distrust and
perhaps even fear of the Native Americans.
In his Inaugural message to the State Senate and House of Representatives in
1860, Alexander Ramsey mentions that there should be legislative efforts for the
“protection of the settlers from the depredations of roving Indians, and to confine the
latter, as much as possible, to their reservations; and also to secure to such Indians as
have accepted the habits and customs of civilization, the privileges granted to them by
the Constitution” (Ramsey 1860:21). As far as the politicians, businessmen, and
leadership was concerned, the best way to deal with the Native inhabitants of
Minnesota was to confine them to their reservations – they were a nuisance more than
an outright danger to anyone.
In April of 1861, when the Civil War finally exploded, Minnesota Territory
Governor Alexander Ramsey happened to be in Washington D.C. and immediately
volunteered one thousand troops to Secretary of War Simon Cameron the day that
Cameron received the news that Fort Sumter had surrendered. Future Minnesota
Governor Stephen Miller was in Saint Cloud as a business associate of Henry Swisshelm
and helped to raise 36 troops from Stearns County for the First Minnesota regiment
(Maurice 2011). Ultimately, 647 men from Stearns County enlisted to fight in the Union
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Army. The 1860 census put the population of the county at 4,505 people (Dominik and
Massman 2002).
While the Civil War was being waged to the east and south of Minnesota, federal
policies complicated matters within the state. With Lincoln’s new administration came
new Indian Agents, who were appointed as political favors, without having a clue as to
the traditions, cultures, or needs of the people under their charge (Wingerd 2010:293).
The winters of 1860 and 1861 were hard, and there were other pestilence problems as
well, resulting in little food for the Dakota. The annuities from the government were
late, as the money was tied up in the war effort and on top of all that, the payments that
were already delayed in the summer of 1862 were to be paid in devalued greenbacks
instead of gold. The rumor that this was going to be the case led many of the traders
and merchants to cut off any further credit to the tribes (Wingerd 2010:302).
In addition to financial issues, the Union war efforts were disastrous. With
mounting losses to the Confederacy, recruiters were having a hard time selling military
service to farm boys and clerks on the Minnesota frontier, and so they turned to trying
to enlist mixed-blood or Métis, and Native men (Wingerd 2010:299). Often this was
done with whiskey as an assistant to the recruiter. Both the Dakota and the Ojibwe
were targeted for recruitment and Ojibwe Chief Hole-in-the-Day was very upset about
these efforts.
Between the recruitment scandal, the annuity issues, and the continued issues
that the Ojibwe had to deal with in the corruption and ineptitude of Indian Agent
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Lucius Walker, Hole-in-the-Day sent word to Pillager band of Ojibwe that “…if we
wish to save ourselves, we must rise up and fight the whites” (Wingerd 2010:299).
Reverend John Johnson, an Ottowa missionary, feared that “the chief planned on killing
‘every man, woman, and child’ at the Chippewa agency, then attack Fort Ripley, which
was vulnerable since ‘almost all the soldiers had been taken away to the south to fight.’”
(Wingerd 2010:299). While many historians assume that Hole-in-the-Day was showing a
strong hand to gain attention from Indian Commissioner William Dole and Federal
officials, it resulted in Agent Walker sending a panic-stricken letter to Fort Ripley, and
then he fled south.
With the word that the Union was sustaining heavy casualties, the Dakota
warrior lodges, filled with frustrated, hungry young men began considering that
perhaps the US Army was not as tough as they had appeared. This fueled their
animosity towards their elders, who they blamed for giving away their land, their
rights, and humility. By the summer of 1862, the Dakota were indeed in real danger of
starving. Their credit and access to foodstuffs had been cut off by the traders and
merchants and settlers were competing for the sparse game resources. Many Dakota
resorted to performing begging dances (Wingerd 2010:301). In the summer of 1862, the
various Dakota bands gathered at the Upper and Lower Agencies awaiting the gold
payments as they had refused the greenbacks. At the Redwood Agency a storekeeper,
Andrew Myrick, got into a confrontation with Mdewakanton men because he cut off
their credit. The Dakota warned him “not to cut another stick of wood or to cut our
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grass,” to which Myrick replied “You will be sorry. After a while, you will come to me
and beg for meat and flour to keep your wives and children from starving, and I will
not let you have a thing. You and your wives and children may starve, or eat grass, or
your own filth.” (Wingerd 2010:302).
Conditions deteriorated so much that on August 4, 1862, a small group of Dakota
men stormed the government warehouse in the Upper Agency to provide provisions
for the 4,000 Dakota members gathered there. Indian Agent Galbraith locked himself
up in his office, getting “drunk and rattled” as Lieutenant Timothy Sheehan later
testified (Wingerd 2010:303). Galbraith had sent for Missionary Riggs and Riggs and
Sheehan talked Galbraith into releasing the provisions in the warehouse peacefully.
Little Crow came up from the Lower Agency to petition for equal treatment for the
Lower Agency bands as well (Wingerd 2010). As far as everyone present knew,
Galbraith had conceded to Little Crow’s petition; and everyone dispersed to their
places.
Galbraith however, failed to follow through with his promise to Little Crow to
open the stores at the Lower Agency, and instead on August 16th, left for Fort Snelling
with his newly raised Renville Rangers, imagining himself the captain of a band of
soldiers and no longer an Indian Agent, a position that had nearly driven him mad.
However, his friend Martin Severance, who saw Galbraith in New Ulm on his way to
Fort Snelling, said that he was “crazy as a loon…” (Wingerd 2010:303).
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August 17th dawned and near Acton – a mere 40 miles southwest of Saint Cloud
– four young Wahpeton men were trying in desperation to find game for themselves
and their families. By that afternoon, they were hungry, thirsty, and exhausted. They
stopped at the homestead of Robinson Jones (Carley 1976:7). As Wingerd (2010:304)
points out, the actual details as to what happened that afternoon vary, but by that
evening, seven white settlers lay dead, and the young men fled to Shakopee’s village.
Big Eagle relates the story that these 4 young men told him – that they were out
hunting, and coming to a white man’s fence they found a hen’s nest with some eggs,
and there was an argument over if they should take them or not – though they were
hungry. These young men were challenging each other’s bravery, and one boasted that
to prove his bravery he would go to the house and shoot the white man – the rest of
them agreed that they were brave too – and so they went and ended up killing the
seven settlers (Anderson and Woolworth 1988).
Many of the older leaders among the Dakota had started accepting the idea of
conforming to Euro-American ways; in response, young traditionalists formed ‘soldier
lodges’ in opposition to this conformity. These soldier lodges along the Minnesota
River, already full of tension as it was, with the new addition of the insult of Galbraith
failing to open the Lower Agency stores, used this as the last straw and spent that night
organizing for war. At dawn they went to Little Crow to lead them into battle, and
while he knew it was fatal, he declared in a speech that “…You will die like the rabbits
when hungry wolves hunt them in the hard moon. Taoyateduta is not a coward; he will
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die with you” (Anderson 1986:133). According to Big Eagle’s account (Anderson and
Woolworth 1988) the Dakota had numerous reasons to dislike the whites, and there was
“great trouble among the Sioux – troubles among themselves, troubles with the whites,
and one thing and another” (Anderson and Woolworth 1988:25). Big Eagle then goes
on to discuss how there began to be whispers about how now would be a good time to
go to war (with The Union being hard up for men to fight in the south). While the
peace-minded leaders had been able to dissuade earlier violence, this time some
factions would not listen to them, “soon the cry was kill the whites and kill all these cuthairs who will not join us” (Anderson and Woolworth 1988:36).
Early the morning of the 18th, the warriors with Little Crow as their leader swept
into the Redwood Agency and killed 20 people whom they targeted as enemies –
primarily traders, agency workers, and clerks - people who had defrauded the Dakota
and took another ten people hostage. After the carnage, one victim of note was Andrew
Myrick, with his mouth packed with grass – a clear refute to his insult a few days
before. Among the Dakota warriors, there were two kinds of combatants. There were
the ones who shot, or hacked to death every white man, woman, and child they found
indiscriminately; then there were the ones who were more selective of their victims and
respected the bonds of kinship and friendship (Wingerd 2010:305). There were some
who even protected white families from the violence of other Dakota warriors. In his
accounting of the war, Big Eagle talks about how there were many of his band, and
other bands, who at first were against the war, but after the attack on the Redwood
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Agency had changed their minds and wanted to get into it (Anderson 1988:56). That
same day, Lucius Walker fled south, arriving in Saint Cloud on Wednesday, August
20th (St. Cloud Democrat [SCD] 21 August 1862:1). He gave a report of what was had
happened, and continued south. When he cut a ferry line in Monticello, he claimed that
there were 300 Indians after him, and committed suicide outside of Monticello
(Diedrich 1987). Even at that time, the perceived Ojibwe threat that Walker had been
fleeing from was regarded as a personal matter between Hole-in-the-Day and Walker,
and there was not apprehension about a general uprising of the Ojibwe.
News of the violence along the Minnesota reached Saint Cloud on the evening of
August 20th in the form of a preliminary report sent from Fort Ridgely to Clark
Thompson, Superintendent of the Indian Affairs in the State of Minnesota. Thompson
happened to be in Saint Cloud with a delegation also consisting of Commissioner
William P. Dole, Senator Morton S. Wilkinson (of Mankato), and John G. Nicolay,
President Lincoln’s private secretary. They were on their way north to meet with the
Ojibwe.
Within the span of twenty-four hours, news from official, government sources
had come to Saint Cloud that both the Ojibwe and the Dakota were openly hostile to the
white settlers in Minnesota (SCD: 21 August 1862). It is no wonder that the people of
Saint Cloud, Stearns County, and south-central Minnesota in general, began fleeing to
Saint Paul, Milwaukee, Chicago, or even farther.
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The fear that people in Saint Cloud were feeling can be seen in letters in the
Minnesota Historical Society’s collection from Sally Wood. She lived in the Saint Cloud
area, and wrote to her brother on August 26, 1862:
“We thought it was bad enough to have our poor men killed off by the
rebels, by the thousands but when we come to be obliged to fortify against
the savage Indian that is quite another things which is now the case here
in St. Cloud… In call from where I am writing they are building
fortifications against the savages…It is the Chippiways (sic) that we are
afraid of at the present” (Minnesota Historical Society Library and
Archives[MNHSLA], St. Paul, Dakota Conflict of 1862 Manuscript
Collection M582 [M582], Reel 3, Frames 635-656).
The fortifications that Wood writes about possibly refers to Broker’s Block or
possibly a small fort in upper town. She followed that letter up with another dated
September 5th, 1862:
“Dear Brother, We are in great trouble now in Minnesota. The Indians are
upon us by the thousand. We are all expecting them every night everyone
is leaving the state that can get away. …The Sioux Indians have camped
near and the Chippiway (sic) are all around us – it is expected they intend
to fight. They say we shall know tomorrow the town is all in confusion.”
She continues, “Oh my brother… this moment that the Indians are killing
people within six miles of us. If you send the money, send it quick we
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may be all dead before that time. This may be the last you ever hear from
me” (MNHSLA, St. Paul, M582, Reel 3, Frames 635-656).
As Mary Reed, who transcribed the original letters as part of the Federal Records
Survey, June 11, 1937, noted it was “written under very apparent nerve strain and the
hand writing was so shaky that it was very hard to read in some places” (MNHSLA, St.
Paul, M582, Reel 3, Frame 655).
With this news and the fear that was spreading throughout the state,
communities began to fortify their new towns and villages, as they could not wait for
the state, much less federal governments to protect them.
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Chapter III: Fortifications of Stearns County and St. Cloud
Throughout Stearns County, as the news spread of the Dakota uprising, people
were doing one of two things – they were either fleeing their relatively new
homesteads, or they were fortifying their positions in an attempt to fend off the violence
should it come to their homes. While the vast majority of the violence during the U.S. –
Dakota War of 1862 took place south of Stearns County, the initial murders at Acton
and the later Battle of Acton on September 3, 1862 were less than 20 miles from
Paynesville, on the southern border of Stearns County, and only 40 miles from St. Cloud
itself. Paynesville itself was burned in an attack attributed to Dakota warriors in midSeptember (Botz 2014).
With the perceived threat of Ojibwe incursions from the north and east, the
proximity of violence was far too close to ignore and certainly too close for comfort. In
the August 21st edition of the St. Cloud Democrat, news of the events of August 17-19
was published. This news of the attacks by Dakota warriors on the people of Renville,
Meeker, and Nicollet counties from individual homesteads to towns like New Ulm,
Forest City, Hutchinson, and even Fort Ridgley spread and caused fear and anxiety in
the minds of many settlers. Despite this, many of the villages and towns showed
resolve and decided that they were going to stick it out, but would not rely on the
power of the state, much less federal government, to defend their homes.
In Stearns County, there were at least seven different communities that
constructed civilian fortifications. These were Fair Haven, Maine Prairie, Paynesville,
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Richmond, Saint Cloud, Saint Joseph, and Sauk Centre (Carley 1976; Botz 2014). Some
of these fortifications were constructed around established buildings, such as churches
or inns, while others were dedicated forts, built to stand alone against an enemy force.
At Fair Haven, a civilian fortification was constructed around a log hotel.
Archaeological investigations at the site of Fort Fair Haven suggest that this expedient
“fort” was more like a makeshift barricade than a substantial defensive stockade (Dupre
2017). It did have the desired impact of lending emotional security to the people.
Maine Prairie constructed a fort that was about 40 feet square, with rifle pits at the
corners and was roofed overall (Atwood 1895). These industrious settlers worked on
their fort nearly non-stop for two days, then eased back a bit as the tensions simmered
down. Word then reached them that Paynesville had been attacked and they quickly
erected the walls, which were double rows of tamarack logs (Botz 2014).
At Paynesville, the town built a fortification that made use of the Methodist
church as well as the school, with the spaces between taken up with earthworks eight
feet high and four feet wide, as well as timbers for protection (Botz 2014). Captain
Ambrose and volunteer militia from Saint Cloud had gone to rescue the people of
Paynesville in late August, but a crew of men decided to return from Richmond where
they were taking refuge to harvest crops. After three days threshing in their fields, they
took shelter in the schoolhouse and woke to an attack. Paynesville is the only town in
Stearns County that was attacked. The town was burned in September 1862 (Botz
2014:23).
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After the surrender of the Dakota to Sibley on September 26th, Companies E and
H of the 25th Wisconsin Regiment arrived in Paynesville to help rebuild the fort and
town and stayed until December. It was then manned by Company A of the Minnesota
Mounted Rangers and various other detachments until May 1864. After this point, the
fort was abandoned and burned (Botz 2014).
At Richmond, the citizens constructed a fortification around a church, with the
defenses mainly being earthworks (Botz 2014). In Saint Joseph, a marker states that
there were three blockhouses constructed to protect the town. Each of these
blockhouses was made of green wood to resist burning, and were pentagonal in shape.
In Sauk Centre, a small palisade was initially constructed, which was then occupied by
the federal army, expanded, and used as a supply depot for the Red River trail from
Fort Snelling to Fort Abercrombie (Botz 2014).
In Saint Cloud, three fortifications were constructed. The people of Middle-town
fortified Broker’s Block, putting planking up against the store windows on the lower
floors in an effort to make it bulletproof. Broker’s Block was a three-story tall brick
retail and storage building, housing one of the stores of the Burbank Company – which
operated an expansive mercantile and trading network (Mitchell 1915). They then
barricaded the streets around the building in an effort to provide a fortified position for
downtown. According to a report from the Adjutant General (Malmros 1862) and The
Democrat (SCD 4 September 1862:2), in Upper Town there was a “small but substantial
fortification,” though where this fort was or who constructed it, much less if it was
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simply a modified building or an actual fortification, is unknown. One possibility is
that a fortification for the northern area of Saint Cloud would most likely be on the
highlands overlooking the river where Hester Park and the St. Cloud Hospital now sit.
This would be close to the Lowry house and the other elites of Upper Town.
In Lower Town, there was a call by Swisshelm (SCD 11 September 1862:2) and
others to construct a separate fort for the purposes of protecting the people of that
neighborhood (meaning no doubt Swisshelm and her Mitchell family members and
friends). General H.Z. Mitchell and Peter Kraemer followed through on this, and with a
great deal of advice from Samuel Holes (see Figure 6) – for whom the fort was named
after – designed and led the work on constructing Fort Holes (Gove 1976).
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Figure 6: Photo of Samuel Holes circa 1862-1863
(Courtesy of Todd Holes)

Samuel Holes had immigrated to Minnesota in 1856, establishing a homestead in
Spicer, southwest of Paynesville. During one of the “Indian scares” in 1861, he had
timber cut to build a barn, but gathered his neighbors and proposed building a fort out
of the wood he had set aside for his barn (Todd Holes, personal communication 2015).
Samuel moved to Lower Town in Saint Cloud in 1862 to take a job with the Burbank
Company acting as a lead and veterinarian for their ox-trains (Gove 1936). While his
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fort in Spicer was never built, his experience and research may have been a contributing
factor as to why he was consulted in the construction of Fort Holes (Todd Holes,
personal communication 2015).
Swisshelm gave a detailed account of Fort Holes in the September 11th edition of
The St. Cloud Democrat:
“This, our new fort, is on the ridge in Lower Town,
overlooking the “flat” and lower landing. It is in the road to
the Lime Kiln, in a straight line between Gen. Mitchell’s
dwelling and that lately occupied by C. Owes, within
musket shot of Lieut. West’s house. It is circular, 45 feet in
diameter two feet below the surface, with walls above made
by deep-set posts, two rows, four feet apart with boards
nailed inside and the space packed with earth, making a wall
four feet thick, with no chance to pull the boards off. It is
covered by two inch plank supported by heavy timbers and
this is covered by layers of sods. In the centre is a bulletproof tower with loop holes for twelve sharp shooters. It is
all enclosed by a wall like that of the main building, two feet
thick, and ten feet high, sloping outward so that it cannot be
scaled without ladders. It is pierced by loopholes at the
distance of every five feet and inside is a trench. This
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outside wall is about 100 feet in diameter and our men think
that 50 of them could defend it from one thousand Indians
until Col. Sibley or Capt. McCoy would reinforce them, i.e.
until the Indians would get tired and leave” (SCD 11
September 1862).
There is also a first-hand account of Fort Holes was written by S.V. Carr, a
Sergeant in Company G, 8th Minnesota Infantry (Libby 1908:102) as part of a letter that
is included in a collection from the North Dakota Historical Society. Carr writes of his
company’s arrival to Saint Cloud on September 14th 1862 on their way to relieve Fort
Abercrombie in North Dakota:
“Here we found a very good and substantial fort erected for
the protection of the inhabitants of the place from ruthless
savages who daily and nightly prowl around in the
neighborhood, or in the adjacent forests. It is ample in its
dimensions, and the design is such that it would require an
overwhelming force to take it by storm. The Indians have no
arms that they can affect it with. Altogether it is really a
credit to the genius of the projector, and perseverance of the
citizens in undertaking and completing so formidable a
work in so short a time. The outer wall is a framework put
together and then planked up and down, on the outside,
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from ten to twelve feet, and shelving outward so that it
cannot be scaled except with a ladder. This wall is three feet
thick at the base, and one and a half at the height of six or
seven feet, filled with soil dug from the ground upon which
the fort stands. There are two entrances at which are long
heavy gates. The whole is so well protected by the
arrangement of the numerous loop holes that it is impossible
for a foe to approach it with safety. There is also an inner
wall or room of the same circular form. This is also a
framework similar to the outer, and so constructed that it is
a perfect fort of itself, independent of the outer one, and
having all of its advantages, with the additional advantage
of its being covered with a heavy body of soil. This is, a
friend tells me, intended for a kind of sanctum, sanctorum
for the ladies and families of the citizens to fly to in case of
an attack by the red skins. The inner room is lined with
berths (similar to those in a steam boat) next to the wall, the
center to be used as a general kitchen. An observatory raised
from the center and above the whole is reached by two
flights of stairs, and is supplied with loop holes that
command a view of the whole surrounding country, and
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forms a material part of the defenses of the post, the distance
of a rifle shot. There is also room to store provisions for five
hundred people, suffisient(sic) to sustain them six months. A
good well has been dug in the fort. This whole work was
designed and executed in the short space of one week” (S.V.
Carr in Libby 1908:179).
In Adjutant General Oscar Malmros’ annual report, (Malmros 1862) the fort’s
tower is described as “a bullet proof tower of the ‘Monitor’ style, but without the
means of causing it to revolve, prepared with loop holes for twelve Sharp-shooters”
(Malmros 1862:90). The ‘Monitor’ style here no doubt is in reference to the ironclad
USS Monitor, which was very popular and well known at the time due to its clash with
the ironclad CSS Merrimack in March of 1862. It had a unique circular, rotating
armored tower projecting above the deck.
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Figure 7: Pullis Illustration of Fort Holes
(Courtesy of Stearns History Museum)

In 1980, The Stearns County Historical Society commissioned Dave Pullis to
produce a series of plans of Fort Holes based on the description in The Democrat (Figure
7). These were later inked by Alan D. Stark. The sketches are off though, as the outer
wall is shown to be straight vertical instead of being sloped outward, and the outer wall
is also shown to be larger than it was described in the first-hand accounts.
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Figure 8: Elevation of Fort Holes

The above image (Figure 8) is drawn referring to the previous quotations from
both Swisshelm (SCD 11 September 1862) and Carr (1862), as well as consulting images
of the turret on The Monitor, as referenced by Malmros (1862). I believe it is a more
reliable portrayal of Fort Holes as it might have looked.
After the violence of the Fall of 1862, the fort stood empty and unused, falling
into disrepair, and becoming an eyesore. The Saint Cloud Democrat published a call to
tear down Fort Holes in their June 2, 1864 issue. Mitchell (1915: 622) says “It was
permitted to remain as it had been originally built until the summer of 1864, when it
was torn down in order that the lumber might be used, but it was not until ten years
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later that the ground was leveled and the last vestige of this local relic of the campaign
of 1862 had disappeared.”
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Chapter IV: Investigations
The areas of interest for this project were determined through archival and
historical research. Swisshelm said that the fort was located “on the ridge in Lower
Town, overlooking the “flat” and lower landing” (Swisshelm September 11, 1862), and
Dominick and Massman (2002:40) concluded that it faced 10th Street Between 2nd and
3rd Avenues. Referring to a topographic map from 1950 (see Figure 9), before the
expansion of campus radically changed the landscape, you can clearly see the ridge
mentioned by Swisshelm. Gove (1935) shows that the lower landing was at the end of
Brott Street (11th Street), where the dam is today, with the flats being the expanse where
Husky Stadium is today (see Figure 4). Gove (1962) provides a map that locates Fort
holes (see Figure 11).
Field investigations began in September of 2015 when Megan Stroh of the
Sanford Museum performed a gradiometer survey of both areas of interest. We broke
the segments up into 20mx20m blocks with each broken down into 10mx10m
subsections (Figure 15). We ran the gradiometer at 0.5-meter intervals running
east/west. The results of the gradiometer survey (Stroh 2015) were used to place our
shovel test pits (STPs) (Figures 12, 13, 14). We also laid out grids and performed a
gradiometer survey of the space between University Drive, Shoemaker Hall, and the
Lindgren Childcare Center/Engineering and Computing Center – which I labeled the
North Block (Figure 9)
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I chose to use a gradiometer to test the site because not only was it the most costefficient method of geophysical survey of the site – which I wanted to gain some
experience with – but also because I decided after referring to Collins and Molyneaux
(2003) that it would be likely to give the best results. According to Collins and
Molyneaux (2003) electromagnetic conductivity would likely be thrown off too much by
the fence, much less any of the utility lines etc. that would cause disturbance, and
ground penetrating radar would not be likely to find the types of features (backfilled
trenches etc.) that I would expect to find. A gradiometer would be more likely able to
detect those anomalies of disturbed soils.
A gradiometer works by detecting variations in the magnetic field within the
earth. Cultural impacts can cause alterations and distortions in the local magnetic field,
which the machine can detect (Collins and Molyneaux 2003).
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North Survey Block

Halenbeck Survey Block

Figure 9: Fort Holes Topographic and Overview Map
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Figure 10: From 1950 USGS Topographic Map of St. Cloud, MN

Figure 11: Saint Cloud during the Civil War (Gove 1962). Red circle indicates
location of Fort Holes.
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After examining the gradiometer maps, we decided to not follow up with testing
on the northern section as it showed no evidence of intact features and was largely
disturbed by construction activity associated with both campus, University Drive and
its associated retaining wall.
From the Halenbeck survey block, I chose twelve of the anomalies on the
gradiometer map as locations to shovel test, along with two sondage STPs as control
tests to examine the stratigraphy of the soils outside of gradiometer-indicated
anomalies. The twelve STPs were placed over anomalies or concentrations detected by
the gradiometer or were on circular anomalies that matched archival measurements of
the fort. The processed weak return gradiometer data shown in Figures 12, 13 and 14
reveal a circular anomaly that measures approximately 100 feet in diameter, as well as a
smaller, somewhat fainter circular feature that measures roughly 45 feet in diameter
(Stroh 2015).
The test labels of I-V, indicate the suggested survey focus areas (green squares)
that were on the preliminary map (Figure 13), and the letters A-D indicate the map
quadrant the tests are in that are not within the bounds of the suggested survey focus
areas. Thus, Shovel Test Pit (STP) III-2 is the second test within focus area III, whereas
STP D-1 is the first shovel test within quadrant D (outside of a focus area).
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Figure 12: Processed Map of Weak Magnetic Features
in the South Block (Stroh, 2015)
Shovel test pits I-2, II-1, III-2, B-2 were all placed on anomalies along the outside
circular feature that I hoped would provide evidence of a wall trench, post molds, post
holes, or refuse pits. Shovel test pits V-1, V-2, B-1 were placed on the interior circular
anomaly, again, hoping to find evidence of a wall trench, post molds, post holes, and
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particularly any period artifacts left inside the fort itself. Shovel test pits III-1, IV-1 were
placed within oblong features potentially thought to represent disturbed soil “perhaps a
well or a privy” (Megan Stroh, personal communication 2015) in an attempt to locate
and investigate these disturbances in hopes that they might indeed turn out to be
privies or other period features. Shovel test pits I-1, I-3, II-2 were placed on anomalies
within areas suggested for survey in Stroh’s (2015) preliminary report (the green
squares in Figure 13) which I labeled as areas I-IV. Shovel test pits D-1, B-2 were placed
outside of any anomaly picked up by the gradiometer as they were the sondage pits
and were an attempt at collecting data on relatively undisturbed soil columns.
Physical survey began on September 29, 2015, when I made a controlled surface
collection of 10mx10m grids. On the Fort Holes Project Map (see Figure 13), these are
designated by the blue lines and the corresponding labels, with the 40x40m survey area
broken down into quadrants – Surface collection area A in the southwest, B in the
southeast, C in the northwest, and D to the northeast. Each of these was then broken
down into the 10mx10m blocks with segment 1 being in the northwest, 2 in the
northeast, 3 in the southwest, and 4 in the southeast of each surface collection area. We
each took a block (A-1 for instance) and spent 10 minutes in each block collecting
everything including modern debris. Surface collection areas A and B had 75%+
visibility, surface collection area C-1 and C-3 had 75%+ visibility, C-2 and C-4 had 50%+
visibility, and surface collection area D-1, D-2 and D-4 had 45%+ visibility, with D-3
having 75%+ visibility.
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The crew and I collected 82 artifacts from the sixteen different control blocks,
with blocks A-2 and B-1 being the richest (counts of 14 pieces and 13 pieces
respectively). Each collection was bagged and inventoried separately.
Shovel testing began on October 1, 2015. Along with myself and Dr. Mann, the
crew consisted of undergraduate and graduate students in the Department of
Anthropology at Saint Cloud State University and volunteers organized through the
Stearns History Museum as part of a public outreach program.
The public outreach program was organized primarily by Nicole Bach from the
Stearns History Museum and included fourteen members of the public that came to
volunteer to help on the project. Some only came for a few hours, others came for
multiple days; all of them got hands-on experience with either shoveling, or sorting and
recovering artifacts from the screen, or helped take notes and helped with drawing plan
views (sketches of the base of test pits) and profiles (sketches of the sides of test pits).
There were also nine fellow graduate students and members of the St. Cloud
State community who helped with the excavation and helped supervise volunteers.
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Figure 13: Preliminary Gradiometer Map.
Suggested survey focus areas labeled I-V.
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Figure 14: Final Gradiometer Map
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10m surface collection grid

40x40cm shovel test pit
Contour lines are 50cm

Figure 15: Fort Holes Project Map
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Each STP was 40cmx40cm and was excavated in a controlled fashion in an
attempt to locate features in plan view (looking at a horizontal plane from above, as
compared to profile view which looks at a vertical plane). They were excavated by
hand with transfer shovels, square spades, and trowels. All matrix was passed through
¼ inch hardware screen for sorting and collecting. All measurements were in metric
units.
We collected the artifacts in plastic bags, wrote identifying labels in Sharpie on
the bags, which have a writing surface on them, and added them to a field specimen
(F.S.) log, noting provenience of the contents, starting a new F.S. entry when we reached
a change in soils or when we noticed change in the density of artifacts. If an F.S.
contained more artifacts than could fit in one bag, we would label them bag 1 of 8, bag 2
of 8 (as in F.S. 39). Fragile items like bone were bagged separately from the more
durable artifacts to prevent damage. The artifacts were then transferred to the lab for
cleaning and analysis.
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Chapter V: Analysis
The collection was subjected to four steps of analysis: 1) washing/cleaning; 2)
counting, sorting, weighing, measuring; 3) identification; and 4) inventory.
For cleaning the artifacts, I used two toothbrushes – one that was kept dry for
bones and fragile artifacts to which moisture would be detrimental, and one that I used
with a clean, freshwater bath to clean soil from glass, ceramic, and non-fragile metal. I
then placed them on drying racks and allowed them to fully air dry before sorting them
by type within Field Specimen numbers (i.e. context). All specimens were counted
and/or weighed (e.g., bone and wood, along with bulk weights of slag, metal
fragments, etc). I then measured the individual items I weighed such as the bone and
wood, and some ceramic pieces so that in the future any potential damage or change to
the artifacts can be noted, or used for comparison. I entered all this information into a
spreadsheet that was used as our master inventory (see Appendix A).
In all, 251 artifacts were recovered from the surface survey and STP
investigations (see Figures 16 and 17; Appendices A and B). Of those, almost all were
either clearly twentieth-century or closely associated with twentieth-century artifacts.
The majority of these can most likely be attributed to the two houses that were there
from circa 1920 to 1964, or from later activities on campus.
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Figure 16: Total Artifact Distribution Map
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Total Artifact Distribution by Type
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Figure 17: Total Artifact Distribution by Type.
Ring size is relative to count – see Appendix B.

Referring to Figure 14, the anomalies that we shovel tested were C2(STP I-1),
C1(STP I-2), C3(STP I-3), A1(STP II-1), A4(STP II-2), A9(STP III-1), A3(STP III-2),
B13(STP IV-1), A8 (STP V-1), C11 (STP V-2) B4 (STP B-1),and B10 (STP B-2).
STP I-1 had a sloping feature that sloped down to the west, which we labeled
Feature 1. Initially, we thought that it was possibly a trench feature associated with the
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fort. (see Figures 18 and 19) After consulting with Dr. Mark Muñiz, and Brad Wenz at
the Stearns County Soil and Water Conservation District, as well as referring to
Gladfelter (2001) and Waters (1992), Feature 1 is most likely different depositional
events that created different lamination patterns. Within the shovel test itself was
recovered two fragments of asphalt, two fragments of amber vessel glass (most likely
beer bottle glass), and one piece of calcined bone. All artifacts were found within the
upper 27cm of soils.
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Alluvium

Figure 18: STP I-1 South Wall Profile.
Showing Feature 1.
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Anthropogenic Fill
Anthropogenic Fill

Alluvium

Figure 19: Profile of STP I-1

STP I-2 was placed to test anomaly C1. It was a textbook example of a post mold,
however, at the base of the feature, there was asphalt and synthetic fabric. Besides
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those artifacts, the rest of the shovel test produced amber vessel glass, clear vessel glass,
one with stippled decoration, and one with a continuous external thread finish that was
found within the upper 34cm (undetermined if it was within feature fill or general
matrix); there was also additional asphalt and a fragment of red coated tile or linoleum
that was found in the feature soil. Between these artifacts, and the regular distance
between this feature and other similar features running in a north-south line
perpendicular to the high fence running along University Drive, I can securely say that
this post mold was from a post for the fence surrounding the tennis courts that existed
on the site.

Figure 20: Profile of STP I-2 Showing Post Hole
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Anthropogenic Fill

Alluvium

Anthropogenic
(Feature-Post
Mold) Fill

Figure 21: STP I-2 West Wall Profile
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Shovel test III-1 was placed to test anomaly A9 (see Figure 14). The crew found a pair of
features in the soil which we designated ‘Feature 3’ (outlined in red in Figure 22).
These features were yellowish brown in color and were initially thought to be possible
post molds. They turned out not to be posts or associated with the fort, and looked to
be just pockets of clay within a fill layer, of a much larger trash pit feature (Feature 10)
that produced over 400 artifacts (see F.S. 38 and F.S. 39 in the inventory presented in
Appendix A; Figures 23 and 24). This deposit of twentieth-century materials, was no
doubt what the gradiometer detected.

Figure 22: STP III-1 Feature 3
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Figure 23: STP III-1 Feature 10.
20-60cm below surface.
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Anthropogenic Fill

Anthropogenic Fill

Anthropogenic
(Feature 10) Fill

Alluvium

Figure 24: STP III-1 Profile

STP IV-1 was placed to test anomaly B13 (see Figure 14). The shovel test had a
concentration of granite debris on the surface, possibly from being a work/staging area
for some of the work on Halenbeck Hall and refining some of the stonework for that
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building prior to the construction of the tennis courts in 1966. In the shovel test itself
was found a deposit of charcoal and glass at 20 cm below surface, and what we defined
as ‘Feature 5’ from 32-37cm below surface. Feature 5 was a very shallow pit feature
containing both flat and vessel glass, a wire nail, an unidentified iron fragment, an
unidentified concretion, and coal clinkers – 9 of which were collected as a
representative sample.
The most intriguing discovery, in my opinion, was found in STP III-2. This
shovel test was placed on anomaly A3 on the final gradiometer map (see Figure 14),
which Stroh defined as a monopole feature, interpreted as a small pit, post hole, or a
small ferrous object. There was another deposit of twentieth-century debris from 2656cm below surface, with coal clinkers, glass, and larger metal fragments – possibly
something along the lines of a paint can. After excavating this twentieth-century debris,
while cleaning up the floor, I found an 20cm (8 inch) diameter circle (see Figure 25) at
58cm below surface. I defined this as Feature 9, and proceeded to excavate, stopping
every 5 cm or so to clean up the floor and redefine the deposit. The feature was very
ephemeral, and after excavating to 66cm there was just the slightest arc still visible.
This was one of the deepest features on the site.
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Figure 25: STP III-2 Feature 9 at 58cm Below Surface
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Figure 26: STP III-2 Feature 9 at 66cm Below Surface

If anything might be evidence of Fort Holes, this could be a candidate of a
feature associated with the fort – it is on the outer perimeter circle detected by the
gradiometer, which closely matches the measurement given by historical accounts and
is deep enough that it could potentially be the base of a posthole from that defensive
wall. I did not note any artifacts from within the feature itself.
Alternatively, it could be that the lighter soils around the circle in Figure 25 could
be a series of rodent runs or other staining that gives the appearance of a darker circle –
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the soils inside the circle itself are similar to much of the surrounding matrix of coarse
sand.
Land Use After Fort Holes
As part of my research into how the land was used possibly before, and certainly
after the construction of Fort Holes, I did a property record search at the Stearns County
Recorder’s Office. The parcels that the project area occupies are lots 7 and 8, of Block 22
in the Curtis Survey, placing them on the southeast corner of University Drive
(previously known as Tenth Street and Curtis Street) and Third Avenue South, which
was previously known as Third Street (see Figures 27 and 28).

Figure 27: Map of St. Cloud in 1862 (Gove, 1962)
(Courtesy of St. Cloud Times)
Red circle indicates project area.
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Figure 28: 1920 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map.
Red circle indicates project area.

In 1862, when Fort Holes was constructed, the land containing the project area
was still under the ownership of George Brott. He sold the land in 1867 to Franklin
Sisson. In 1879, Sisson transferred the land to C. Bridgeman, who then sold the land to
Samuel M Cook in 1895. Sometime before March of 1896 the properties were forfeited
to Stearns County and the parcels were put up for auction. William B. Mitchell won the
bids for both parcels in March of 1896. Mitchell sold the properties to Edward
Barthelemy in 1916, who in turn leased the east half of lots 7 and 8 to E.D. Cross in 1917
and the west half of the lots to Albert Denchfield in 1919. Prior to this, there was no
records of a residence or house on the property and no structures are mentioned in the
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transfer of deed. The Saint Cloud City Directory of 1920 does list the two properties,
224 10th Street South, with P.F. Cook residing; and 226 10th Street South, with A.E.
Denchfield residing. The 1920 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map shows both of these houses
constructed as well (Figures 28 and 29).

Figure 29: Aerial Photograph circa1950s Showing Houses in Project Area
(Courtesy of Saint Cloud State University Archives)

From what I could find, it seems that Barthelemy constructed both the houses,
and either leased, or had a contract for deed with a series of parties, ultimately selling
the properties to Zapp State Bank in 1924 so that they could deal with the financial
hassles that they properties seemed to be going through.
In 1933 Zapp State Bank went into liquidation and transferred the deeds of the
parcels to Edward and Otto Zapp as liquidating agents. In 1936 the title to the eastern
half of the lots was transferred to E.D. Cross, who seemed to have maintained a
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residence there through a contract for deed and in 1945 the deed for the western half
was sold to John P. Hackert. E.D. Cross attempted to self-finance and sell his deed to
one J.C. Vigren, but the deal only lasted from January through mid-August of 1946,
when the property was sold to A.C. Garretson in September of that year. In 1948
Garretson sold the property to Ezra LeDoux.
On March 6, 1964 the State of Minnesota condemned the properties for the
enlargement of the St. Cloud State College (now St. Cloud State University) and shortly
thereafter, the houses and structures were demolished and removed – this is likely the
event that resulted in the disturbances and trash pits that were discovered in our shovel
tests (listed as features A9, B13, which we tested in STP III-1 and IV-1 respectively – see
Figures 14, 15, and 23). By comparing the contents of those shovel tests, (see inventory
in Appendix A) both had a great deal of glass and wire nails, which were not in great
use until the 1890s (Visser 1997).
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Figure 30: 1966 Photograph Showing Campus and Area of Interest
(Courtesy of the St. Cloud State University Archives)

Figure 31: 1967 Photograph Showing Campus and Project Area
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An aerial photograph from 1966 (Figure 30) shows that the area has been cleared
of structures and was being used as a parking lot. In 1966 the University constructed the
tennis courts (Figure 31). The levelling of the area for the construction of the tennis
courts, as well as the carving out of the eastern portion of the landform for the Facilities
Management Building may have had a great deal of impact on the integrity and
preservation of the site, but as the trash pits from the destruction of the houses remain, I
am under the assumption that any earlier subsurface features may have also remained
intact (assuming they survived the construction and destruction of the houses).
No evidence of the house structures or associated outbuildings were
encountered, as they fell within the shadow of the fence on the gradiometer, and none
of our shovel tests were placed over them. As the tennis courts were in place when the
University Street Bridge and the pedestrian bridge were built starting in 1984, (Brown
1984; Guderian 1984; Casey and Gilbert 1985) the site was protected from any impact by
those activities. The landform itself was impacted by the new road design, carving into
the topography just north of the site, to make a more gradual slope to the west from the
bridge, and some minimal land carving to establish the southern landing of the
pedestrian bridge, however the site itself was not impacted by any of these activities.
Landform and Soils Analysis
The landform that the project area is located on is a terrace overlooking the
Mississippi River. It has been moderately modified from its original landscape use,
greatly impacting the site formation processes and integrity of any cultural deposits
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located here. The greatest degree of modification seems to have happened in the years
after the University acquired the land and demolished the houses, leveling the
landform for tennis courts. One of the things that first drew me to the site was the
shape of the vegetation anomaly (see Figure 2). After comparing that shape to the ring
of trees that are visible in the 1964 aerial photograph (see Figures 32 and 33), I think it is
safe to conclude that it was this ring of trees that caused the crop marks I noticed.

Figure 32: 1964 Aerial Photograph
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Figure 33. 2017 Google Earth Image with Overlay of 1964 Ring of Trees
from Aerial Photograph

Interestingly, when you overlay the ring from the trees onto the gradiometer map (see
Figure 34) it does not line up with either of the rings central to the investigation, and
STP IV-1 is the only shovel test to intersect with the line, though STP III-1 and the rest of
the irregular dipole regions noted on the gradiometer map (see Figure 14) could be the
locations where they pulled root balls. Though with only having crown foliage coverage
to compare, it is difficult to determine where any trunks would be precisely located. If
they had pulled the stumps and root balls out, it would left convenient holes to push
some debris from the demolished houses into such as feature 10 or maybe feature 5.
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Figure 34: Final Gradiometer Map with the Ring of Trees Overlay.
Note the proximity of the irregular dipoles (yellow rings) to the ring of trees.

Almost all of our shovel tests were excavated in sandy sediments, with minor
amounts of silts and clays present. These silts and clays were most likely deposited
either by very slow moving river waters along this lateral bar, allowing these fine
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particles to fall out of suspension, or they could also have been deposited through
precipitation from water moving minerals and nutrients through the sands over the
millennia. (Waters 1992).
Throughout the majority of the shovel tests, with the exception of STP III-1, III-2,
and IV-1, artifacts were found in deposits between 0-35cm below surface. These may be
fill or other disturbed soils, with intact soils below. The shovel tests mentioned
contained twentieth-century intrusions which I interpret as pits excavated either during
the demolishing of the houses or perhaps as refuse pits associated with the houses. The
clinkers that were recovered may indicate that the houses may have had coal stoves, or
may have had an incinerator to burn trash, with the incinerators occasionally cleaned
out into the pits. (Schiffer 1987: 72).
Even in the tests mentioned above that show the subsurface 20th-century
features, there is a 20-25cm thick fill deposit truncating, and capping the features (see
Figures 35, 36, and 41). This Fill deposit contained 20th century artifacts, so while I
cannot say if it has been brought in, or if it is just pushed around soil from the rest of the
site, the features (such as Feature 10) seem to be intact intrusions into natural intact
soils. Even the post mold attributed to the tennis court fence post in STP I-2 has a 16cm
fill layer capping the feature (Figure 20), though this may be more from the erosion of
the incline to accommodate the pedestrian bridge, as originally the surface was closer to
the level that the tennis courts were on (see Figure 31 and 41).
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Figure 35: STP III-1 Showing Fill Layer Outlined in Red
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Anthropogenic Fill

Feature 5

Alluvium

Figure 36: STP IV-1 Showing Fill Layer Outlined in Red
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Figure 37: STP IV-1 Profile
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The two sondage shovel test pits we excavated in areas not indicated as holding
features were to test the soil profile of the landform outside of potential features as
discerned by the gradiometer survey. STP D-1 shows a soil profile vastly different than
any of the other tests (see Figure 38). It has the fill soil to 20-25cm below surface, but
then has grayish brown compact silts and silty clay below that. Due to the sharp
boundaries between the different layers, I am assuming that these soils were disturbed
and redeposited, and not intact. As there were no artifacts recovered from the test from
below 27cm it is impossible to determine if this disturbance is from the houses, 1966
activities leveling the landform, or possibly from 19th-century activity.

Figure 38: STP D-1
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Shovel test B-3 (see Figure 39) was the second ‘sondage’ test, and was excavated
away from any potential disturbance from the houses, on the southern end of the
landform. It showed what should be expected from a lateral bar with sands and gravels
with intact mineral staining but still had the 25cm thick deposit on top of the natural
soils as the other tests showed. As the sands and gravels below 25 cm showed no
evidence of disturbance and were culturally sterile, we stopped excavation at 50cm
below surface. With this evidence of leveling and filling, I believe that there is still the
potential to find intact features 25 cm below the surface across the site.

Figure 39: STP B-3
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Anthropogenic Fill

Alluvium

Figure 40: STP B-3 Profile

Composing a fence diagram cutting roughly NW-SE across the site (see Figure
41), one can see the cross-section of the soils, and the different intact (natural) soils on
the site. While there were no artifacts in fill 4, 5, or 6, the presence of artifacts associated
with the 20th century in fill layer 3 can help us narrow the soils that could contain
evidence of the earliest occupation of layers 4, 5, and 6. In figure 41 I have labeled three
different intact soils that represent the three different types of intact alluvial soils noted
throughout the site.
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Figure 41: Fence Diagram of Soil Profiles
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Chapter VI: Interpretations and Conclusion
The interpretations and conclusions I draw here are based on the results of my
archival and historical research, the gradiometer survey, the shovel testing that has
been performed, and the analysis of the recovered artifacts and examinations of the
landform and soil. I would have loved to have been able to point at an indisputable
feature or an artifact that would allow me to say “yes, I did find Fort Holes.”
Unfortunately, I have not found anything that allows me to make that claim. Of the 251
artifacts I recovered, all of them were discovered in contexts that are either disturbed
soil or have 20th-century artifacts associated with them. That being said, I believe the
large circular pattern of anomalies and the Monopole Linear Feature that was detected
by the gradiometer, being consistent with the description of Fort Holes, and not being
able to be explained by either the ring of trees seen in the historic aerial photographs, or
any other historic reasoning, is evidence of Fort Holes.
To review the research questions I asked (research question, brief answer):


Given that we did not find any definitive evidence for Fort Holes in our project
area, what are the site formation processes that have acted upon this locale since
the 1860s?
o If archival research continues to support this locale as a possible location
for the fort, how might these site formation processes have impacted any
cultural deposits relating to the nineteenth century occupation of this
landform?
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The archival research does support this locale as a possible location of the fort. The
construction and removal of the houses of the 20th century, and the construction of the
tennis courts may have had an impact on the landscape, but only minimally so other
than the upper approximately 25 centimeters of soil which shows itself to be disturbed.
The overall landscaping of the property since the 1860s looks to be minor, as the houses
were built on ground that that had mature trees on them (see Figure 32), and had the
natural contour of the ridge still. When the houses were removed and the tennis courts
constructed, very little landscaping was performed (see Figures 30 and 31) other than
some minor levelling of the site (likely where the majority of the 25 cm of disturbed soil
is from). The southern and eastern edges of the site were carved into a more defined
terrace as the tennis courts were constructed. These tennis courts protected the site
from any further landscaping as the University Ave / 10th Street construction project
took place.
o Our shovel test excavations did reveal pockets of what appear to be intact
A-horizon soils.


If these pockets are intact artifact-bearing soils, can we determine if
any date to the nineteenth century? If so, could indicate that there
is evidence for a nineteenth century habitation of this locale?

These turned out to not be intact pockets of A-Horizon soils, but are simply darker
patches within the disturbed layer. Based on the profiles, the transition is too sharp to
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be an intact A. All of the site has been pretty uniformly disturbed to a depth of 25
centimeters.


We have no records of residences being constructed at this location prior to the
20th century, so what might the presence of nineteenth-century materials
indicate? Is there any evidence to suggest that these deposits were associated with
Fort Holes? Other questions that I aim to address are focused on what happened
after 1862.

The presence of possible nineteenth century ceramics and glassware are all contained
within disturbed contexts, either within the upper 25 centimeters of general
disturbance, or within trash deposits containing clearly 20th century materials. There is
no direct evidence that any of these materials are associated with the fort.
o For example, can I gain a better grasp of what has occurred in the area in
terms of construction activities surrounding not only campus- related
construction, but also that of University Drive, the 10th St. Bridge, and
nearby residential construction?
See discussion above about the construction of the tennis courts and 10th street activity.
o How have these activities impacted the project area? What natural and
cultural processes might account for the present- day surface and
subsurface deposits that were encountered through remote sensing and
ground truthing?
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Most of the impact on the site was from levelling activity, and others were from the
activity surrounding the houses, with trash pits - some possibly associated with a stove,
home incinerator or burn barrel.
o What can the soils and stratigraphy, as recorded on our STP wall profiles,
tell us about these site formation processes? Can I use geo-archaeological
methods to determine if the pedogenetic processes we recorded in our
excavations indicate the presence of any intact, artifact-bearing soil
layers?
The profiles of the shovel tests show ~25cm of disturbed soils throughout the site,
followed by intact soils below (outside of intrusive trash pits (e.g. Feature 10, postholes
etc.). They do not indicate the presence of any intact artifact-bearing soils.
Through more historical research can I better pin down the location of the fort by discovering the
location of Lieutenant West’s residence, the Lime Kiln, Gen. Mitchell’s Residence, and C. Owes’
residence? Working more to find these locales will perhaps help to triangulate the fort’s location.
All my efforts to better pin down the locations of Lieutenant West’s residence,
the Lime Kiln, and C. Owes’ residence have been unsuccessful. I have been able to
determine the location of General Mitchell’s house at this time, but one cannot
triangulate, much less draw a straight line with only one point of reference. Gove
(1976) does mention a business owned by Lieutenant West, but she does not mention a
house for him. This business was located close to the intersection of Curtis and First,
which would have been off the Northeast corner of the current football field
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somewhere. West may have lived above the business, but as there is no definite
evidence of that, I decided not to base a claim on a guess.
Beyond the artifacts, there was only one feature found in the soil that shows even
a remote possibility of being associated with the construction or presence of the fort that
I discussed in the previous chapter. Of the shovel tests I decided to excavate, I made a
choice to try to focus on finding any features that may have survived. Should further
research be conducted on this site, I would highly suggest excavating a twenty-meter
trench from the center point of the circles to the edge of the land form.
A trench would have a larger window to see evidence of trench, post, or other
features that a 40 cm window does not allow. It could safely be assumed that the trench
could start with being excavated 20-25cm deep, as there appears to be at least that much
fill capping the site and then assessed for any features, followed by careful excavation
below that. A trench could either be excavated with a mechanical excavator, or it could
be excavated by hand to maintain more precise control in sacrifice of speed.
The gradiometer survey shows that while we did not uncover any physical
evidence of the fort, there remains a circular anomaly on the site that is not explained by
the presence of the two houses constructed in the first half of the 20th century, or by
their demolition or the construction of the tennis courts. What this anomaly is remains
to be determined. Based on the eyewitness accounts and historical documentation, I
believe that the anomaly is evidence of Fort Holes as there are no other activities that
would result in a circular pattern that is shown.
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A note on working with volunteers and even fellow graduate students is that I
needed to do more checks to make sure they were recording things such as soils,
creating new sample bags for different levels or soils, and generally better recording
data. There were many instances where I could have used data that simply wasn’t
recorded.
If nothing else, the historical research shows that the fort was indeed built, and
based on the map by Gove (1962) (Figure 11), I believe that the project area is indeed the
site of the fort. While I was unable to discern any clear physical evidence of Fort Holes,
I believe that the project area is worth continued investigation and research. These
efforts would not only help to better mark an historic site, but also would be a chance to
highlight a little remembered and poorly marked chapter in the history of Saint Cloud
associated with many of the important early characters associated with the founding of
the city including Jane Swisshelm, as well as the Holes and Mitchell families, which
played a significant role in the history of the Saint Cloud State University campus
history itself.
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Appendix A: Fort Holes Project Inventory

SCSU Cat.

Depth
Count

F.S. No

001

002

No.

Date

Provenience

(cmbs)

Mass (g)

Contents

Excavators

001-1

1

1 flat clear glass

001-2

1

1 whiteware / ironstone

001-3

1

1 vessel clear glass with angle with mold seam

001-4

09/29/2015

Surface A-1

0

CP/CY

1

3

1 piece bone (48.8x12mm, 3g)

002-1

1

1 20mm thick earthenware (possible drain tile?)

002-2

1

1 13.5mm thick buff salt glaze stoneware (sewer pipe?)

002-3

1

1 faceted milk glass frag

002-4

1

1 whiteware / ironstone

002-5

1

1 clear flat glass

1

1 clear vessel glass

003-1

1

1 cobalt glass vessle base

003-2

1

1 aqua flat glass

003-3

1

1 light amethyst vessel glass

003-4

1

1 clear flat glass

002-6

09/29/2015

Surface A-3

0

CP/CY

110

003

003-5

7

7 whiteware / ironstone

003-6

1

1 red drain tile fragment

003-7

1

003-8

09/29/2015

Surface A-2

0

CP/CY

11

1 bone (75x24.5x8.5mm; 11g)

1

1 aqua vessel glass

004-1

3

3 Teal embossed milk glass

004-2

1

1 aqua vessle glass

004-3

1

1 clear vessel glass

004-4

1

1 grey salt glazed vessel stoneware with manganese glazed
interior
4 pc bone (15.9x23.9x25mm, 3g; 24x13.8x17.6mm, 6g;
004

004-5

09/29/2015

Surface A-4

0

CP/CY

4

16
21x25.5x19.5, 4g; 7x18.8x27.6,3g)

005-1

1

104

Wrought Iron Spike (?) (114.5x10.3x10.4mm; 104g)

005-2

2

2 whiteware / ironstone (1 embossed)

005-3

4

4 amethyst vessel glass fragments

005-4

1

1 aqua vessel glass

005-5

2

2 clear vessel glass

005-6

1

1 clear flat glass

005-7

1

1 red earthenware drain tile fragment
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005

005-8

09/29/2015

Surface B-1

0

CP/CY

006-1
006

006-2

09/29/2015

Surface B-3

0

CP/CY

007-1

1

1 piece grey salt glazed stoneware

2

2 clear flat glass

2

2 aqua vessel glass

1

1 clear vessel glass

007

007-2

09/29/2015

Surface B-2

0

CP/CY

1

1 clear vessel glass with "AR…" embossed printing.

008

008-1

09/29/2015

Surface B-4

0

CP/CY

1

1 ceramic tile

009-1

1

1 light cobalt vessel glass

009-2

3

3 Ironstone

009

009-3

09/29/2015

Surface C-1

0

CJP

1

1 clear glass vessel base - Moderne 14 embossed on base

010

010-1

09/29/2015

Surface C-2

0

CJP

0

NCM

011-1

1

1 whiteware / ironware

011-2

1

1 clear vessel glass

1

1 clear-aqua flat glass

011

011-3

09/29/2015

Surface C-3

0

CJP

1 clear glass patent medicine bottle finish with hand
012-1

1

applied prescription lip ca. 1875-1925 (14mmID, with
6.8mm wide x 4.4mm thick lip, 21.4mmOD on neck)

012-2

1

1 clear flat glass

012-3

2

2 clear vessel glass
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012-4

1

012-5

1

1 whiteware/ironstone
38

1 enameled tinware vessel fragment (38g)
1 clear vessel glass with embossed diamond pattern

012

012-6

09/29/2015

Surface C-4

0

CJP

1
decoration
2 clear vessel glass (1 with continuous external thread

013-1

2
finish)

013-2

1

1 ironstone

013

013-3

09/29/2015

Surface D-1

0

CJP

1

1 clear-light aqua flat glass

014

014-1

09/29/2015

Surface D-2

0

CJP

1

1 aqua vessel glass

015-1

3

3 clear vessel glass

015-2

1

1 red earthenware drain tile fragment

015

015-3

09/29/2015

Surface D-3

0

CJP

3

3 faceted milk glass

016

016-1

09/29/2015

Surface D-4

0

CJP

1

1 red earthenware drain tile fragment

017-1

2

2 asphalt

017-2

2

2 amber vessel glass

017

017-3

10/01/2015

STP I-1

0-27

SDT

1

018

018-1

10/01/2015

STP I-1

27-37

SDT

0

NCM

2

2 asphalt

019-1

2

1 calcined bone (18.1x10.8x5.5, 2g)
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019-2

2

2 amber vessel glass

019-3

4

4 clear vessel glass (1 with continuous external thread)

019

019-4

10/01/2015

STP I-2

0-34

JR

1

1 clear vessel glass with stippled decoration

020

020-1

10/01/2015

STP I-1

37-42

SDT

0

NCM

021

021-1

10/01/2015

STP I-1

42-47

SDT

0

NCM

022-1

5

5 pieces of asphalt

022-2

1

1 synthetic fabric fragment (hoisery?)

022-3

1

1 clear vessel glass

022

022-4

10/01/2015

STP I-2

34-??

JR

1

1 fragment red coated tile or linoleum

023

023-1

10/01/2015

STP I-1

47-52

SDT

0

NCM

024

024-1

10/01/2015

STP I-1

52-60

RM

0

NCM

025-1

2

2 concrete fragments

025-2

1

1 asphalt fragment

025-3

3

3 clear vessel glass

025-4

1

1 aqua flat glass

025-5

1

1 rock

1

1 unidentified iron fragment

1

1 concrete fragment

025

025-6
026-1

10/01/2015

STP I-3

0-30

CJP
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026-2
026

027

1

1 amber vessel glass

1

1 ironstone fragment

027-1

1

1 unidentified cast iron fragment

027-2

1

1 asphalt fragment

027-3

1

1concrete fragment with whitewash / plaster coating

027-4

1

1 blue net fragment

027-5

1

1 plastic button

027-6

2

2 clear flat glass

027-7

1

1 clear vessel glass

027-8

1

1 whiteware rim sherd

027-9

2

2 amber vessel glass

027-10

1

1 redware dtrain tile or sewer pipe fragment

027-11

1

1 coal fragment

2

2 rocks

028-1

4

4 red coated fragments of tile or linoleum

028-2

1

1 green coated fragment of tile or linoleum

028-3

1

1 coal fragment

028-4

1

1 red brick fragment

026-3

027-12

10/01/2015

10/02/2015

STP I-3

STP II-1

30-60

0-30

CJP

CJP
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028

029

030

031

028-5

10/02/2015

STP II-2

0-20

JD

1

1 unidentified (tar?)

029-1

1

029-2

1

1 clear vessel glass

4

4 concrete fragements (1 with whitewash / plaster coating)

030-1

4

4 asphalt (13.5g)

030-2

1

029-3

030-3

10/02/2015

1 bone (9.6x10.1x2.5mm; 0.2 g)

1

1 concrete fragment

031-2

3

5

031-3

2

0.05

031-4

1

1 flat clear glass

031-5

1

1 clear vessel glass

031-6

4

4 unidentified iron fragments

1

1 redware drain tile / sewer pipe fragment

032-1

1

1 concrete fragment with red wash / plaster coating

032-2

1

1 green tinted concrete fragment

032-3

1

1 clear vessel glass

032-4

3

3 asphalt

10.-20.

RM et al.

0.2

031-1

STP III-1

0-10

CP

1 unmodified stone

10/02/2015

STP III-1

20-80

1 charcoal fragment

1

031-7

10/02/2015

STP II-2

0.1

RM et al.

3 clinkers (5g)
2 charcoal
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032-5
032

033

034

035

1

1 unidentified sheet metal fragment

1

1 coal(?) fragment

033-1

6

6 flat aqua glass

033-2

1

1 clear vessel glass with continuous external thread

033-3

1

1 brick fragment

033-4

6

6.7

6 unidentified iron fragments (6.7g)

033-5

3

2.5

3 clinkers (2.5g)

032-6

033-6

10/02/2015

034-1

1

1 amber vessel glass

034-2

1

1 clear vessel glass

1

1 whiteware base sherd

STP II-1

20-30

JD/LP

1 unidentified redware fragment

10/02/2015

STP IV-1

0-20

1

034-3

10/02/2015

STP IV-1

30-35

CP et al.

JD

035-1

1

035-2

1

1 unidentified concretion

1

1 unmodified stone

036-1

23

23 aqua flat glass

036-2

1

1 flat clear glass

036-3

2

2 wire nails

036-4

1

1 clear vessel glass

035-3

10/02/2015

STP II-1

30-60

JD

0.2

1 charcoal fragment
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036

037

036-5

5

5 unidentified concretions

036-6

9

9 clinkers (40.2g)

036-7

1

1 plastic fragment

2

2 unidentified iron fragments

037-1

10

10 flat aqua glass

037-2

1

1 wire nail

037-3

4

4 clinkers (37.7g)

037-4

1

1 unidentified iron fragment

037-5

10

10 clear vessel glass fragments from small bottle

1

1 unidentified concretion

038-1

3

3 flat clear glass

038-2

36

36 unidentified iron fragments (96.7g)

038-3

6

6 concrete fragments (45.8g)

038-4

9

9 coal clinkers

038-5

1

1 green vessel glass fragment

038-6

1

1 wire nail

038-7

1

1 paper(?)

038-8

39

39 clear vessel glass (95.8g)

038-9

1

1 light aqua vessel glass

036-8

037-6

10/03/2015

10/03/2015

STP IV-1

STP IV-1

30-32

32-37

RM et al.

RM et al.
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038-10

1

1 coal
3 bone fragments (14.9x6.4x1.7mm; 0.35g);

038

038-11

10/03/2015

STP III-1

19-24

RM et al.

1

2.05
(10.7x30.3x3mm; 1g); (15.2x10.2x2mm; 0.7g)

039-1

8

292.9

8 pieces of concrete (292.9g)

039-2

1

1 piece brick (burned?)

039-3

4

4 tile fragments (3 are green asbestos floor tiles)

039-4

6

6 pieces of coal

039-5

13

13 Clinkers

039-6

1

1 fragment of cream colored plastic(?) tile

039-7

1

1 fragment yellow-tinted glaze ironstone

039-8

1

1 terra-cotta vessel fragment

039-9

1

1 light green tinted glaze ironstone fragment

039-10

2

2 mendable copper luster with green engobe decorated
whiteware / ironstone
039-11

11

039-12

19

11 pieces flat glass
19 pieces clear vessel glass with yellow, blue, white paint /
enamel
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2 mendable fragments of buff stoneware rim with albany
039-13

2
slip glaze interior and exterior
1 complete clear glass perfume / cologne bottle. 20th

039-14

1
century (64g; 44x27x72.5mm)
plastic cap for bottle (SCSU Cat. No. 39-14) (3.5g;

039-15

1
28.5x15.5mmOD)

039-16

146

039-17

2

146 clear vessel glass
2 mendable stippled or knuled base with Owens Illinois
mark (1940 C.E.+)

039-18

1

1 clear bottle finish; machine made crown cap finish

039-19

1

039-20

6

6 melted glass

039-21

2

2 pieces of plastic sheeting

039-22

3

3 pieces of fabric / paper?

039-23

1

039-24

5

5 pieces amber vessel glass

039-25

1

1 piece grass-green vessel glass

039-26

3

3 pieces aqua glass

039-27

1

1 iron washer

8.6

0.25

1 piece wood (8.6g; 71x30x14.5mm)

1 calcined bone (0.25g; 12x6.5x3.5mm)
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039-28

2

039-29

1

2 pieces crown caps
1 fragment of clear bottle finish with machine made crown
cap finish

039-30

10

10 unidentified iron fragments

039-31

2

2 pieces of iron and cupreous wire

039-32

70

70 pieces of wire nails

039-33

2

2 unidentified iron fragments

039-34

1

039-35

3

3 construction hardware

039-36

1

Metal mop / dust mop head

29.4

soil sample

3 mendable clear glass jar finish with external continous
039

10/03/2015

SPT III-1

24-74

CP et al.

3

39-37

thread closure

040-1
040

1

1 aqua flat glass

1

1 unidentified iron fragment

041-1

1

1 clear vessel glass

041-2

1

1 aqua flat glass

040-2

10/03/2015

STP IV-1

37-50

JD/TD

041

041-3

10/05/2015

STP V-1

0-27

CP

1

1 clinker

042

042-1

10/05/2015

STP V-1

27-50

CP

0

NCM

3

3 clear vessel glass

043-1
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043-2

1

1 clear flat glass

043-3

2

2 wire nails

043-4

2

2 coal cinders

043

043-5

10/05/2015

STP V-2

0-18

CP

1

044

044-1

10/05/2015

STP V-2

18-38

KP

1

1 clinker

045-1

1

1 buff salt glazed stoneware drainage tile / sewer pipe

045-2

1

1 clear lantern chimpey glass fragment

045-3

1

1 concrete

045-4

1

1 asphalt

2

2 unidentified

1

1 unidentified hardware piece (220mm Lx8mm OD;55g)

0-30

JC/CP

1.5

1 bone (16.7x22.4x8.3mm; 1.5g)

045

045-5

10/05/2015

STP B-1

046

046-1

10/06/2015

STP V-2

047

047-1

10/06/2015

STP B-1

30-35

CJP

1

048

048-1

10/06/2015

STP B-1

30-35

CJP

0

NCM

1

1 aqua flat glass

049-1

11

Soil Sample

049

049-2

10/25/2015

STP D-1

0-28

CP/ST

1

1 clear vessel glass

050

050-1

10/25/2015

STP D-1

28-75

CP/ST

0

NCM

1

1 clear vessel glass

1

1 buff salt glazed stoneware drainage tile / sewer pipe

051-1
051

051-2

10/25/2015

STP B-2
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052-1

1

1 plain ironstone vessel base sherd

052-2

1

1 flat aqua glass

052-3

1

1 unidentified iron wire with copper sheath

2

2 clear vessel glass

0

NCM

054-1

1

1 iron strap fragment

054-2

3

3 iron wire fragments

054-3

1

1 flat aqua glass

054-4

1

1 asbestos floor tile fragment

052

052-4

10/25/2015

STP B-2

25-28

053

053-1

10/25/2015

STP B-2

28-38

CP/ST

054

054-5

10/25/2015

STP B-3

0-26

CP/ST

1

055

055-1

10/25/2015

STP B-3

26-50

CP/ST

0

NCM

056-1

2

2 asphalt

056-2

2

2 flat clear glass

056-3

3

3 clear vessel glass

056-4

2

2 iron wire fragments (nails?)

056-5

2

056

056-6
057-1

10/26/2015

STP III-2

0-26

CJP

0.75

0.05

1 wood fragment (52.8x7x7.5mm; 0.75g)

2 small wood fragments

1

1electrical foot contact with screw thread

18

18 unidentified iron fragments
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057-2

9

9 clinker

057-3

7

7 iron/tin can rim fragments

057-4

2

2 foil fragments

057-5

3

3 clear vessel glass

057-6

1

1 amber vessel glass

057-7

7

7 flat aqua glass

057-8

2

2 coal

057-9

1

1 granite fragment

057-10

1

0.2

1 bone (19.2x6x5.3mm; 0.2g)

057-11

11

5.5

11 wood fragments 5.5g

057

057-12

10/26/2015

STP III-2

26-64

CJP

2

058

058-1

10/27/2015

STP B-2

28

CJP/SDT

1

059

059-1

10/27/2015

STP B-2

28-48

CJP/SDT

0

NCM

060

060-1

10/27/2015

STP III-2

64-75

CJP

2

2 wire nails

1

1 clear vessel glass

CJP

1

1 plain ironstone fragment

Total Count
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061-1
061

061-2

10/03/2015

STP V-1

20-27

2 wire nail fragments
17

fragment of wood (17g; 112.31x50x19.5 mm)
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Appendix B: Artifact Distribution

ID

EASTING

NORTHING

Vessle Glass

I-1
I-2
I-3
II-1
II-2
III-1
III-2
IV-1
V-1
V-2
D-1
B-1
B-2
B-3
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D2
D3
D4

504.988
501.197
506.963
501.471
503.708
513.448
514.971
529.937
515.048
515.109
523.087
526.488
532.474
532.512
515
515
505
505
515
515
505
505
535
535
525
525
535
535
525
525

529.981
527.056
526.024
518.05
518.058
508.025
503.386
515.061
517.045
522.014
527.044
518.656
510.536
502.687
505
515
505
515
525
535
525
535
505
515
505
515
525
535
525
535

1
8
4
5
1
221
7
13
3
3
1
1
3
1
3
2
5
6
2
2

Flat Glass

Ceramics

Nails

Metal
(Other)

Clinkers/Slag,
coal

Bone

Wood

1
1
1

1
2

18
9
41
1
1
1

7

1
1
1
2
1

1

1

2
1

1
2
71
6
2

29
27
11
1

2

1
7
1
1
3

2
2
34
11
23
3

5
1

1

1

1
4

2
8
5
6
11
25
1
6
1

1
1
1
1

Construction Material
(Sewer Pipe, Concrete,
Drain Tile,Asphault etc)

5
1
1
1
2

4
1

1

2
1

2
1
4
2
1
6

3
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

Other

1
2
18
1

Total Count
4
17
12
20
14
429
62
99
6
11
2
6
8
7
4
14
6
10
12
2
4
1
5
0
3
7
4
1
7
1
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…and whither then, I cannot say.
(J.R.R. Tolkien – The Fellowship of the Ring)

